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Capsule 55 

We cannot predict what is not observed. And, we cannot analyze what is not archived. 56 

Fully integrated land meteorological records are essential to advance understanding of 57 

weather and climate. 58 

 59 

 60 

 61 

 62 

  63 
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Abstract 64 

Observations are the foundation for understanding the climate system. Yet, currently 65 

available land meteorological data are highly fractured into various global, regional and 66 

national holdings for different variables and timescales, from a variety of sources, and in 67 

a mixture of formats. Added to this, many data are still inaccessible for analysis and 68 

usage. To meet modern scientific and societal demands as well as emerging needs 69 

such as the provision of climate services, it is essential that we improve the 70 

management and curation of available land-based meteorological holdings. We need a 71 

comprehensive global set of data holdings, of known provenance, that is truly integrated 72 

both across Essential Climate Variables (ECVs) and across timescales to meet the 73 

broad range of stakeholder needs. These holdings must be easily discoverable, made 74 

available in accessible formats, and backed up by multi-tiered user support. The present 75 

paper provides a high level overview, based upon broad community input, of the steps 76 

that are required to bring about this integration. The significant challenge is to find a 77 

sustained means to realize this vision. This requires a long-term international program. 78 

The database that results will transform our collective ability to provide societally 79 

relevant research, analysis and predictions in many weather and climate related 80 

application areas across much of the globe. 81 

  82 
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1. Background and current status of land 83 

meteorological holdings 84 

Meteorological observations at stations over land areas have been taken for several 85 

centuries. Early measurements were performed by the scientists of the enlightenment 86 

exploring their environment, by medical doctors trying to understand illnesses, 87 

agronomists aiming at improving yields, or colonial administrators documenting the 88 

wealth of their assigned colonies. These early observations used a broad range of 89 

instrumentation, emerging measurement systems, and disparate measurement scales 90 

(e.g. Reaumur, Fahrenheit, Celsius, Paris Lines, Inches, Millimetres, Hectopascals; 91 

Brázdil et al., 2010). From the mid-19th century onwards, many nation states started the 92 

operation of meteorological networks in the framework of a new administration style, 93 

new responsibilities, and technical innovations (e.g., telegraph) (Edwards, 2011). By the 94 

late nineteenth century, station coverage (albeit sparse) extended across all inhabited 95 

continents sufficient that, today, we can calculate estimates of global mean change in 96 

several important parameters, such as temperature (e.g. Lawrimore et al., 2011, Morice 97 

et al., 2012), dating back to the mid-to-late nineteenth century. The late nineteenth and 98 

early twentieth centuries saw a drive to standardize methods of observations, data 99 

formats, and metadata under the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and its 100 

predecessors as the scientific and societal value of these observations became more 101 

and more apparent (Parker, 1994). But change continues to this day, for example, with 102 

an increased propensity to unmanned methods of observation.  103 

 104 
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These meteorological data constitute the foundation of our knowledge of the climate 105 

system. Without long records of observations, there can be no viable pathway to 106 

understanding climatic processes, climate variability, climate and weather extremes, or 107 

climate change. Historical observations have been used to create datasets for many 108 

Essential Climate Variables (ECVs, Bojinski et al., 2014) that have enabled 109 

assessments of changing climate system properties (e.g. Blunden and Arndt, 2016, 110 

Hartmann et al., 2013). They tell us about a world that has changed and warmed over 111 

the last 150 or so years (Kennedy et al., 2010), and their continuation is important in 112 

monitoring effectiveness of the recent Paris agreement (Dolman et al., 2016). They can 113 

also be used (along with many other observations) to derive reanalysis products (Saha 114 

et al., 2010; Compo et al., 2011; Rienecker et al., 2011; Dee et al., 2011, 2014; 115 

Kobayashi et. al., 2015) and assess performance of climate models (e.g. Flato et al., 116 

2013 and references therein).  117 

 118 

Despite the importance of land-based meteorological observations, their data 119 

management is currently very fragmented. While for marine observations the 120 

International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (ICOADS, Freeman et al., 121 

2016) provides integrated access to a wide range of surface marine data, the same 122 

cannot be said for the land-based observations. The absence of a coordinated global 123 

program for data rescue and provision, data management, data curation, and data 124 

usage means that we are not currently extracting the full scientific and societal benefits 125 

from the observations that we know of (and that ignores the unknown knowns — the 126 

uncatalogued, the unshared, and the forgotten). Such data have potential to be used 127 

seamlessly across a range of local, regional and global products and applications. 128 
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However, this problem is multifaceted with no simple solutions. Data sharing is complex, 129 

involving both data rescue and data policy. National and global meteorological data 130 

management has historically been highly fractured, such that today we have distinct 131 

holdings for hourly, daily, and monthly data managed by different groups in disparate 132 

ways. We have also developed several ECV-specific sets of holdings for many ECVs 133 

such as surface pressure (Cram et al., 2015), temperature (Rennie et al., 2014) and 134 

precipitation (Adler et al., 2003; Schneider et al., 2014). These holdings use distinct 135 

data formats, carry different station identifiers, often disagree in simple facets such as 136 

station names and even coordinates, and have differing levels of data completeness. 137 

Different sources may have had distinct quality control applied. Even more confusingly, 138 

daily and monthly averages derived from the same underlying data may differ if 139 

processed in different ways. Further compounding the issues, available data discovery 140 

tools are often rudimentary, and traceability to the original source is lacking. Hence, it is 141 

at best hard and at worst impossible for users to reconcile available holdings. 142 

 143 

While some efforts to create merged holdings exist regionally, e.g. ECA&D (European 144 

Climate Assessment & Dataset; Klein Tank et al., 2002; Klok and Klein Tank, 2009) and 145 

ICA&D components (International Climate Assessment & Dataset; Van Den Besselaar 146 

et al., 2015), and globally, e.g. GHCN-D (Global Historical Climatology Network-Daily; 147 

Menne et al., 2012), they are limited in geographical domain (ECA&D, ICA&D), 148 

temporal integration (GHCN-D), and often to a narrow subset of variables (all to some 149 

extent). This globally piecemeal approach to data management is a major impediment 150 

to optimal usage of historical land meteorological holdings. What we need is a 151 
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coordinated, sustained, and international effort to better access, manage, and integrate 152 

these holdings.  153 

 154 

The challenge is not simply that the holdings are sub-optimally managed for present-155 

day applications, but also that there are emerging needs that are currently ill-served 156 

(Allan et al., 2012). In the era of climate services, there is a growing and changing 157 

demand for local information, for information on daily and sub-daily aspects of climate 158 

change (not least extremes, impacts and risks), and for data that are ‘open’ and free 159 

from restrictions and conditions. Many of these emerging applications also require 160 

consideration of the full suite of surface ECVs (Bojinski et al., 2014), as well as 161 

measurements which are not currently routinely captured or used from multiple sources 162 

beyond the remit of many National Meteorological Services (NMS) (e.g., agriculture, 163 

transport, energy, amateur observers). Furthermore, there is an increasing need for 164 

high-quality discovery and observational metadata: indicators of quality and 165 

uncertainties, in addition to known changes in measurement techniques, practices, 166 

locations and siting environments. Such data and metadata are essential in provision of 167 

scientifically robust climate services (Van Den Besselaar et al., 2015).  168 

 169 

Put bluntly, we keep being confronted with climate situations which are seemingly 170 

unprecedented. This is likely in part because we are currently unable to 171 

comprehensively represent the climate of our recent past due to the present 172 

disorganized state of land-based holdings. In order to be able to better assess and 173 

respond to climate-induced challenges, it is crucial that we gain a better understanding 174 

not only of large-scale climatic trends, but also of local climate, past conditions and 175 
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variability, and short-term events such as flooding, heat waves, and storms. We are in a 176 

fortunate position of being able to draw upon decades, and in many cases, centuries of 177 

scientific heritage in the form of rich meteorological archives, but this invaluable heritage 178 

is not currently capable of being used to its full potential. In order to be able to research 179 

the scope and causes of climatic events effectively, it is imperative that the many 180 

millions of observations taken at some tens of thousands of locations, including 181 

emerging methods and modes of observation, be integrated and consolidated into a 182 

coherent database. 183 

 184 

In this paper we outline a high-level roadmap for a Comprehensive Land-based 185 

International Meteorological Observation Databank (CLIMOD herein), and offer 186 

examples (via boxes) of how valuable a database like this could be. We also consider 187 

the numerous logistical hurdles to overcome. We begin by outlining the high-level vision 188 

of the approach to be undertaken. Then, in turn, we discuss in more detail aspects 189 

around data sourcing, data rescue and collection (including metadata), data 190 

management, data serving, and governance (including data policy).  191 

2. High level vision for CLIMOD 192 

The combined policies, practices, and projects since systematic observations of 193 

weather were instigated have led to a massively fractured set of land-based 194 

meteorological archives ranging from single-station, single-ECV, single time resolution 195 

series to large global multi-ECV, multi-timescale holdings. Stations often have 196 

contributed to multiple archives, sometimes at a range of time averages, such that there 197 
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is gross duplication and resulting confusion in the available records. CLIMOD will first 198 

collect all digital data holdings and associated metadata, augment them with rescued 199 

and newly-discovered data as they become available, and combine them into a single 200 

database of all commonly observed ECVs at land meteorological observing sites. To 201 

ensure provenance (data lineage), these collected data should be as close to their 202 

original format and source as possible. This basic consolidation is a key and necessary 203 

first phase, but it is not sufficient to facilitate widespread usage, except perhaps by a 204 

handful of experts who can properly assess and use such complex holdings.    205 

 206 

What is next required is analogous to a satellite “Level 1b” product (Campbell and 207 

Wynne, 2011), that is geo-located, with duplicates removed, in consistent geophysical 208 

units, with metadata directly associated and with gross errors flagged. This would 209 

provide a set of openly available land-meteorological holdings that is integrated, 210 

consistently-formatted and discoverable. In this phase, the different ECVs should be 211 

collated and served together; to quote Aristotle, “the whole is greater than the sum of its 212 

parts” (as illustrated by the three boxes outlining potential applications). When these 213 

data are served in this manner, their potential utility will be substantially increased. 214 

Figure 1 illustrates the change between a set of consolidated (all available) holdings 215 

and a set of merged (unique only) holdings for the particular case of monthly-averaged 216 

surface temperatures. Note the reduction in apparent station count that relates to 217 

duplicates and records of uncertain quality or provenance. 218 

 219 

Another problem is that records exist in the archives at a mixture of sub-daily, daily, and 220 

monthly-averaged timescales. Hence, next it is required to ensure timescale 221 
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consistency. The sub-daily data — where they exist — should be consistent with the 222 

derived daily values, which should in turn be consistent with the monthly values. 223 

Consistency implies that, for example, daily averages and ranges are consistent with 224 

the respective reported maxima and minima recognising national reporting norms that 225 

vary over time and between countries. This will allow analyses of extremes and events 226 

to be consistent with studies of mean change. CLIMOD should thus, in addition, 227 

contribute to envisaged cross-domain and cross-ECV analysis systems (Kent et al., 228 

2016; their recommendation 7). Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of the proposed 229 

CLIMOD holdings and their subsequent analysis. 230 

3. Data sourcing  231 

Historical data can be considered in three classes: i) data that are digitized and are 232 

already made available with workable or no usage restrictions; ii) data that are digitized 233 

but are either not made available or made available with restrictive usage conditions; 234 

and iii) data that are only available presently as either hard copy or, at best, non-235 

machine-readable image formats. Imperfect individual and community knowledge leads 236 

to a fourth class of ‘unknown knowns’ or ‘forgottens’ — data that exist but that the 237 

present-day scientific community, for a variety of reasons, do not know about. These 238 

data should become substantively less elusive with a successful CLIMOD simply as a 239 

result of raised community awareness as to the existence of a recognised repository for 240 

such data.  241 

 242 
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Data that are digitized and available for, at a minimum, academic and research usage 243 

are served from a broad variety of local, national, regional and international repositories. 244 

This includes National Meteorological Services, regional efforts such as ECA&D, and 245 

global repositories such as GHCN-D. Experience with the International Surface 246 

Temperature Initiative (ISTI, Rennie et al., 2014) and the Atmospheric Circulation 247 

Reconstructions over the Earth initiative (ACRE, Allan et al., 2016) points to additional, 248 

non-traditional, sources which could greatly improve the density of available 249 

observations. For example, through Argentinean members of the ISTI databank working 250 

group, access was secured to a number of long-term rural stations from the Argentinean 251 

Agricultural Ministry.  252 

 253 

Many of the currently served holdings are actually amalgamations of a broad range of 254 

underlying sources. For example, GHCN-D is an amalgamation of over 50 sources 255 

many of which themselves (such as ECA&D) are the result of amalgamating underlying 256 

sources. It would be preferable to start from the underlying sources in subsequent 257 

efforts, described in the next Section, to merge holdings together. Starting from the 258 

underlying sources provides better provenance and data processing transparency.  259 

 260 

Initially, CLIMOD would start from as many of the available holdings with minimal usage 261 

restrictions as could be collected. Efforts would be made to capture the contributing 262 

data sources from amalgamated holdings. This collation and cataloguing of available 263 

data will require substantive international efforts and cooperation, and will build on the 264 

partnerships already developed by the currently served holdings. 265 

 266 
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There are several known data holdings which are available digitally but not currently 267 

available for academic and research use. The prevalence of such holdings has strong 268 

geographical patterns, with data policy being a particular issue for many of the areas 269 

where the community currently has access to the fewest data. In some cases, such as 270 

in the Pacific and South East Asian regions (Page et al., 2004), these amount to several 271 

thousand stations. Efforts are already underway to advocate for more relaxed data 272 

policies and for allowing access to these data (Lorrey, 2011 [http://www.apn-273 

gcr.org/resources/items/show/1666], Williamson et al., 2015). CLIMOD could facilitate 274 

such efforts, but the issue is vexing and could take decades to resolve. We return to 275 

data policy in Section 6. 276 

 277 

Data rescue activities have provided major improvements in the availability of historical 278 

meteorological data and must be sustained. There are, by conservative estimates, at 279 

least as many data to be rescued as are currently available in digital archives for the 280 

period prior to 1950 (Allan et al., 2011). There are growing international efforts such as 281 

ACRE and the International Environmental Data Rescue Organization (IEDRO), and 282 

funded projects such as European Reanalysis of the Global Climate System (ERA-283 

CLIM2) and Uncertainties in Ensembles of Regional ReAnalyses (UERRA) which have 284 

attempted to mobilise, catalogue, and coordinate data rescue activities. For example, in 285 

2014, WMO, ACRE, and the Global Framework for Climate Services (GFCS) developed 286 

the Indian Ocean Data Rescue (INDARE) initiative 287 

(http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/wcdmp/documents/INDAREimplementationPlan.pd288 

f). More recently, the WMO Commission for Climatology formed a task team on data 289 

rescue and instigated a portal to encourage coordination hosted by the Dutch 290 
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Meteorological Service KNMI (www.idare-portal.org/). These efforts have substantially 291 

increased historical meteorological digital data availability. They also identified key 292 

requirements essential to long-term preservation of the rescued data, including: 293 

cataloguing; having an institutional champion; and provision of necessary equipment to 294 

capture the data (Brönnimann et al., 2006; Tan et al., 2004). 295 

 296 

Many different types of data can be valuable in addition to NMS stations (Allan et al., 297 

2016). For example, data have been rescued from a French 18th Century Doctor’s 298 

network (Yiou et al., 2014), and colonial administrations (White et al., 2016). Early 299 

records, and those from countries without a mature NMS, are most likely to come from 300 

such non-traditional sources, e.g., the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 301 

(NOAA)’s Climate Data Modernization Program resulted in the keying of 450 stations 302 

across the United States based on data from the US Army Surgeon network, the 303 

Smithsonian Institute, and the US Signal Service spanning the 1820–1892 period. 304 

Discovering and securing access to such data is a long-term process that is already 305 

ongoing and mature. The broader aspects of CLIMOD can add enormously to the long-306 

term value of data rescue work, by providing a recognised repository that is well used, 307 

permitting the easy identification of data that have already been digitised, and 308 

highlighting vital applications for the rescued data. Experience from the marine ICOADS 309 

effort attests to the value of such holdings in soliciting additional contributions. 310 
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4. Data source amalgamation  311 

To ensure consistency of processing for derived analyses and applications, CLIMOD 312 

will work from the most original basic data sources available. Where this consists of 313 

images of original data, a link back to the image and source should be retained and 314 

such ‘gold standard’ data provenance should be an aspiration for all sources. To 315 

minimise transcription errors occurring on conversion to the archive data model, data 316 

and metadata should be ingested and archived in perpetuity in the native format of the 317 

data supplier with relevant provenance metadata to ensure future usability. CLIMOD 318 

should take all relevant data regardless of quality or format. However, certain minimum 319 

data standards are likely to be required for inclusion in public-facing holdings — at least 320 

sufficient Discovery metadata (name, latitude, longitude, and ideally elevation) to enable 321 

users to appropriately contextualise the data. Such Discovery metadata might become 322 

available later so it is important that all data are retained and archived even if not 323 

currently useable. This data ingest model permits reprocessing and reconversion of the 324 

data, and also sets the lowest possible hurdle to data submission. This is a substantial 325 

advantage because data will be submitted from a wide variety of organisations and 326 

programs. If higher level products exist (e.g. post quality control or homogenisation) 327 

these should be stored in parallel. However, preference should be given to data closer 328 

to ‘original’, such that multiple groups of analysts can subsequently consider the 329 

challenging issues of quality control, homogenisation, and interpolation (e.g. Venema et 330 

al. 2012), to create datasets and data products.  331 

 332 
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The data lineage (provenance) of observations should be carried through the entire data 333 

archive, and each stage of processing recorded in the metadata associated with the 334 

observation. The next logical step is thus to convert the multiple sources to a flexible 335 

and extendable common data model of consistent formatting and metadata 336 

conventions, that retains all metadata and allows full provenance tracking through the 337 

use of Unique Identifiers (UIDs). Each separately provided element of data or 338 

information should be assigned a unique identifier (data, station metadata, general 339 

source format documentation, etc.) and all associated information linked. This should 340 

indicate alternative sources of data at a given timestep if they exist. Converting to a 341 

common data model (such as espoused by the Copernicus Climate Change Service, 342 

https://climate.copernicus.eu) makes intercomparison of the various sources easier but 343 

still requires the user to understand the different data sources and use them 344 

appropriately. While a necessary step, stopping at this stage is an impediment to usage 345 

for all but the most expert users. We then need to create a merged set of holdings.  346 

 347 

A large fraction of observing platforms are found in more than one existing data holding, 348 

because of past splitting of multivariate observations into different archives and 349 

subsequent repeated splitting and merging of different archives (e.g. Rennie et al., 350 

2014). In creating the merged CLIMOD data archive, the source holdings will be 351 

prioritised and then merged sequentially. In-depth understanding of each data source 352 

will be required to enable a clear decision on the priority order to be made. This may 353 

depend on some or all of the following non-exhaustive list: data provenance, data 354 

quality level, temporal completeness, number of ECVs supplied, reporting resolution, 355 

metadata detail, most recent update, consistency over time, quality control applied. Any 356 
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duplication of particular observing platforms across sources will allow quality to be 357 

assessed and might fill gaps in the record.  358 

 359 

Merging of the source data will be a vital step in producing a final archive valuable to the 360 

wider community. It will by necessity be iterative, merging each prioritised source in turn 361 

(Figure 3). A high level of automation will be required, using the metadata and data 362 

similarity across all variables to appropriately decide whether a given platform is unique 363 

or to be merged. However some manual intervention is foreseen, using local knowledge 364 

wherever possible. The merging process will capture the decisions made into the 365 

metadata, to keep the data provenance and audit trail, including for any manual 366 

process. Knowledge gained during manual intervention will be used to update the 367 

automatic procedure. Experts would be able to use the resulting metadata to perform a 368 

different merge or ensemble of merges matching their own specific requirements. 369 

 370 

Merging ECVs and merging time resolutions are both challenging. Merging ECV 371 

holdings will require careful attention to ensure physical consistency between variables 372 

(supersaturation, rain at <0°C or snow at >10°C etc.). To have consistency across the 373 

temporal range (where monthly values are to be based on daily values, which 374 

themselves are based on the synoptic reports), extra checks will be required, e.g. the 375 

sub-daily report values of temperature do not exceed the daily minimum / maximum. 376 

These will be easier when additional metadata have been included with the original 377 

reports (e.g., the definition of the climatological/meteorological day, daily averaging 378 

method, details on instrumentation). Data supplied as temporal averages will only be 379 
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taken as primary sources in the absence of any information at higher temporal 380 

resolution.   381 

 382 

The final output will undergo quality assurance for gross errors. Any errors identified 383 

(e.g., unphysical values) will be removed from the primary data stream but retained 384 

within the archive. However, a comprehensive quality control system is not envisaged 385 

as part of this primary data product. Quality control processes (manual or automated, 386 

e.g. Dunn et al., 2012, Durre et al., 2010, Schneider et al., 2014) are not able to 387 

correctly classify an observation in every instance.  No matter how carefully the process 388 

is designed, errors which either retain bad data points or exclude valid data points will 389 

occur, even if infrequently.  Furthermore, in some instances the available information 390 

will not allow clear decisions to be made. Enforcing one specific set of choices (e.g. 4 391 

sigma vs. 4.5 sigma trimming) removes an important means of quantifying uncertainty, 392 

and risks biasing all downstream applications. Each user of the data product will have 393 

different requirements for their application of the data. We encourage the development 394 

of multiple quality control suites, each tailored to the end data use, which should be 395 

made available alongside the primary CLIMOD holdings. 396 

5. Data serving 397 

CLIMOD will become the one-stop-shop for all land meteorological data, ready for 398 

scientists and other interested parties to develop climate data records and derived 399 

products. It is expected to be a dataset roughly the same size as the current ICOADS 400 

holdings.  As such, it is essential that the combined CLIMOD be built on a strong base 401 
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of machine readable metadata to enable powerful searching and subsetting capabilities 402 

across timescales and ECVs. The ability to ingest, update, and communicate a range of 403 

new data quickly will facilitate the development of timely climate data products and 404 

services. This includes access to and timely (with little delay) quality assessments of 405 

synoptic reports, daily summaries (including Daily CLIMATs when these become 406 

available), and monthly CLIMAT summaries exchanged via the WMO Information 407 

System. CLIMOD should be capable of providing multiple formats to suit user needs. To 408 

build user confidence in the database, full provenance metadata will need to be 409 

servable alongside the data. 410 

 411 

The proposed CLIMOD holdings represent a requisite high-quality database for the 412 

production of climate datasets and value-added products (see Boxes). These 413 

subsequent uses would have to consider questions of quality control, quality assurance, 414 

and record homogeneity, as discussed in section 4. Using the database without taking 415 

into account these issues would be actively discouraged. To aid such applications, 416 

metadata may be appended where available, giving measurement uncertainties, 417 

findings of analysts and other aspects similar to the ICOADS Value Added Database 418 

(IVAD, Freeman et al. 2016). 419 

 420 

To be sustainable CLIMOD will need to be well-used. Primary users are likely to be 421 

experts and practitioners accessing the raw observations and deriving data products 422 

suitable for specific applications. These users should be engaged from the outset to 423 

ensure that CLIMOD meets their needs. Users may inform prioritisation with regards to 424 

data rescue and sourcing, data formats, data access options, and data provenance. 425 
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Broad usage will require data discovery metadata and associated data exploration tools. 426 

This may include UIDs, tools to subset and visualize holdings by region, timescale, 427 

ECV, source, and provision of inventories. Discovery metadata should be ISO19115 428 

compliant. Existing resources such as the National Center for Atmospheric Research 429 

(NCAR) Research Data Archive (http://rda.ucar.edu/) would be able to perform user-430 

defined sub-setting operations. Metadata exploration could be enabled through the 431 

WMO Observing Systems Capability Analysis and Review tool 432 

(https://oscar.wmo.int/surface) which would also ensure compliance with emerging 433 

WMO Integrated Global Observing System (WIGOS) metadata standards, or the NOAA 434 

National Centers for Enviromental Information (NCEI) Historical Observing Metadata 435 

Repository (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/homr) interface. Although initially machine 436 

readable metadata may be extremely limited for many stations, in the longer-term such 437 

tools may facilitate appending of richer metadata for stations. 438 

 439 

A range of download tools will be required to cater to diverse users. Regional mirrors 440 

would aid data provision and also ensure accessability. Some users will prefer web-441 

based access tools, whereas frequent users are likely to need service via ftp, 442 

OPeNDAP, or similar. Many applications will require timely access to data updates, so a 443 

regular update cycle will be needed. An increasing number of applications for climate 444 

services require timely updates (within days to a month). 445 

 446 

It is likely that users will find errors in the data and its presentation. A mechanism will be 447 

required for users to be able to report data issues. This should include a response 448 

system that enables innovations to improve the database to be enacted in a timely 449 
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manner. The NOAA NCEI Datzilla ticket system (https://datzilla.srcc.lsu.edu/datzilla/) is 450 

an example of such a facility and has led to corrections including poor station merge 451 

decisions and bad data segments. Users also need to be made aware of updates. This 452 

requires a clear version control protocol. One or more of monthly status reports, blog 453 

posts highlighting updates and applications, and provision of educational resources 454 

would help build a loyal user community.  455 

6. Governance and modus operandi 456 

CLIMOD clearly constitutes a long-term effort which would benefit substantially from 457 

sustained international cooperation. Such an explicitly international effort would reduce 458 

the risk of a single point of failure (whereby the decision of a single funder or host 459 

organisation may imperil continued function) and also make it clear that the set of 460 

holdings belonged to the global research and applications communities. This might 461 

reduce anxieties over data intellectual property rights amongst potential data 462 

contributors. A broadly-based international steering committee of recognized experts 463 

would be advisable, answering to a body such as the Global Climate Observing System 464 

(GCOS), World Climate Research Program or WMO Commission for Climatology. The 465 

steering committee should provide advice on data rescue, policy, processing and 466 

serving to cover the full range of activities.  467 

 468 

Such international and sustained collaboration is only likely to result if sufficient 469 

resource support is forthcoming to facilitate the work on a long-term basis. Regular 470 

forums or meetings of participants would be required to ensure a coordinated approach, 471 
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to discuss progress and challenges, and to assure continued cooperation. The effort will 472 

require the input of scientists, software engineers, data access rights experts, data base 473 

/ data life cycle experts, project managers and associated support staff. Although initial 474 

work may benefit from a research project, long-term continuity will be best achieved 475 

through sustained support from NMSs or large international programs, such as 476 

Copernicus. To that end, we strongly welcome the recent Copernicus Climate Change 477 

Service Contract awarded (led by the lead author on this paper and in partnership with 478 

NOAA NCEI), which shall, over the coming four years, start to make CLIMOD a reality 479 

and as a further benefit provide integrated access to land and surface marine 480 

observations using a common data model. 481 

 482 

Data policy needs to be clearly articulated and to have broad buy-in. Internationally, 483 

efforts have been made to secure access to observations resulting in WMO Resolutions 484 

40 and 60 which pertain respectively to real-time and historical data exchange. These 485 

govern the routine global exchange of meteorological data by all nations, but are far 486 

from perfect since they allow institutions to place restrictions on data use and reuse. 487 

CLIMOD must operate within these boundaries while working with others to advocate 488 

for improved access to data. Usage policy must be agreed upon and clearly articulated 489 

to end-users. It may be that different data streams could have different levels of 490 

restriction on use and reuse. There is no value in publically serving data that are not 491 

useable at a minimum for academic and research purposes. While recognising the 492 

substantial data policy hurdles to be overcome, the long-term aspiration should be that 493 

data be shared openly and without restriction, with a share-and-share-alike onwards 494 

usage policy. Regardless, acknowledgement by citation and DOI (to a list of 495 
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contributors), and where necessary to relevant citations of value-added products, will be 496 

required.  497 

7. Summary  498 

We have outlined a framework for the construction of a comprehensive database of land 499 

meteorological holdings that are integrated across timescales and ECVs. Such 500 

integration is essential to understand and address the challenges of climate change and 501 

variability. Observations are the foundation upon which datasets, products and services 502 

are built, and based upon which decisions can be made. The time is right to address the 503 

challenge. However, outlining and agreeing on a broad-scale vision is necessary but not 504 

sufficient. A sustained and sufficiently-resourced effort is needed, covering the entire 505 

processing chain from data sourcing (including rescuing) through to amalgamation and 506 

provision to the community. The need is clearly articulated in the latest GCOS 507 

Implementation Plan (GCOS, 2016). The question that remains is whether sufficient 508 

organisations will ‘step up to the plate’ on a sustained basis to take on the 509 

meteorological databank challenge. 510 

 511 

  512 
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Sidebars (boxes) 744 

[Editorial note: Note that these boxes were designed to support the totality of the piece and 745 

therefore their placement can be made on aesthetic grounds anywhere after first mention in 746 

Section 2 were the piece to be published.] 747 

Box 1 - Mosquito-borne disease research 748 

Mosquito-borne diseases such as Dengue fever, Zika virus, West Nile virus, and 749 

Malaria are each transmitted by different mosquito species. Each species has a certain 750 

climatic range which serves to limit the disease range. Mosquitos require standing water 751 

sources to reproduce and can only survive in certain thermal ranges. Hence, at a 752 

minimum, temperature and precipitation data are required (at least away from areas 753 

with human mediated standing water sources) to help understand disease outbreaks. 754 

Studies have investigated links between meteorology, climate and outbreaks of various 755 

mosquito-borne diseases (e.g. Parham and Michael, 2010, McMichael et al., 2006, 756 

Hales et al., 1996, Hay et al., 2002). However, climate is only one factor in historical 757 

(and future) prevalence of such diseases. Epidemiological studies would substantively 758 

benefit from CLIMOD enabling access to and an analysis of historical frequency of 759 

favourable conditions for the different mosquito species to improve understanding of 760 

past outbreaks. This does not address remaining issues surrounding access to other 761 

required information such as disease occurrence monitoring that also need to be 762 

addressed by other expert communities. 763 
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Box 2 - Drought monitoring 764 

The study of meteorological drought is a complex issue. Drought is directly caused by a 765 

deficit of rainfall, but is more than simply a rainfall deficit. There are a large variety of 766 

drought definitions, e.g., meteorological, agricultural, hydrological, or socio-economic 767 

drought, each of which has distinct impacts (Dai, 2011). Observational records of 768 

drought are uncertain, and the Fifth Assessment Report of IPCC concluded that 769 

“Confidence is low for a global-scale observed trend in drought or dryness (lack of 770 

rainfall) since the middle of the 20th century, owing to lack of direct observations, 771 

methodological uncertainties and geographical inconsistencies in the trends.” 772 

(Hartmann et al., 2013). Most drought indices make use of two or more ECVs (Zargar et 773 

al., 2011). The availability of multivariate surface holdings through CLIMOD that 774 

included drought-relevant parameters such as temperature, humidity, and winds in 775 

addition to rainfall would greatly facilitate historical and ongoing observationally-based 776 

drought research activities and help to reconcile apparent discrepancies in historical 777 

estimates of drought prevalence which depend both on data sources considered 778 

(Trenberth et al., 2014, Dai and Zhao, 2016) and choice of specific indices (Dai and 779 

Zhao, 2016; Figure 4). 780 

 781 

 782 
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Box 3 - Heat Stress 783 

The effect of heat waves on flora and fauna can be studied using solely dry-bulb air 784 

temperature.  However, the effect of moisture in the air is an important measure of the 785 

thermal comfort of animals (including humans) who rely on the evaporation of water 786 

(sweating or panting) to thermo-regulate.  High relative humidity at high temperatures 787 

limits the rate at which evaporation can occur, leading to heat stress or in extreme 788 

circumstances, fatal over-heating. Conversely at low temperatures, moister air can 789 

make the body feel cooler through more efficient conduction of heat away from the skin 790 

and more energy required to warm the moist air close to the skin.  An additional ECV 791 

which has value in the study of heat stress is the local windspeed.   792 

 793 

A common measure of heat stress is the Temperature-Humidity Index (THI), which was 794 

initially developed for humans but has subsequently been shown to correlate strongly 795 

with the impact of heat stress on dairy cattle (Berry et al., 1964).  By combining air and 796 

dewpoint temperature from the sub-daily multivariable HadISD dataset, Dunn et al. 797 

(2014) investigated the changes in the THI for UK dairy cattle since 1973.  Although on 798 

average there are only a few days per year where cattle would experience heat stress, 799 

during the heat wave years of 2003 and 2006, this exceeded 5 days or more (Figure 5).  800 

A shift in the distribution of THI between the early and late periods was also shown. 801 

CLIMOD would allow these kinds of studies to be conducted on a larger scale for a 802 

wider range of environments and adaptations, including the assessment of urban heat 803 

stress, heat sensitivity in crops, and vulnerability thresholds for plants and animals.  804 

 805 
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Figure captions 807 

Figure 1. Summary of the International Surface Temperature Initiative merging of 67 808 

sources ranging from single sites to large collections and short records to centennial 809 

records  (small maps a representative subset of these, additional maps available via 810 

www.surfacetemperatures.org) to a single merged set of holdings of >35,000 unique 811 

stations (large map). For further details see Rennie et al., 2014. 812 

 813 

Figure 2. Pictorial representation of CLIMOD in the broader context. The left hand side 814 

funnel has disparate data sources of different temporal resolution (sub-daily, daily, 815 

monthly; colors) and number of records / ECV completeness of holdings (sizes). Within 816 

CLIMOD is the processing of these disparate sources to a common format and their 817 

merging across ECVs and within and between timescales that leads to the production of 818 

a set of unified basic data holdings (black, grey and white stacked blocks each 819 

representing integrated holdings at distinct reporting timescales). These integrated 820 

holdings will enable development of high-quality downstream products that consider 821 

issues such as quality control, homogenisation etc. and applications to end-users (right 822 

hand side). 823 

 824 

Figure 3. Example for an Argentinian station (Posadas) of results of merging several 825 

sources of monthly mean surface air temperature as described in Rennie et al. (2014). 826 

Different colors denote distinct source decks and their identifiers in these source decks 827 

are given in the inline key. Note that source deck lines often overplot one another. 828 
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Figure 4. Illustration of the effects on the Palmer Drought Severity Impact of inclusion 830 

(purple) and exclusion (blue) of temperature and vapour pressure data. More negative 831 
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values denote an increase in drought prevalence. Also shown are available 832 

observations of soil moisture from the top 1m which more closely track an index which 833 

takes a multivariate approach. Figure courtesy A. Dai. 834 

 835 

Figure 5. Normalized distributions of daily Temperature-Humidity Index (THI) during 836 

June–August 1993 (a cool summer), 2003 and 2006 (warm summers), compared to the 837 

distribution over 1995–2009.  The fitted curves are Gaussian with skew and kurtosis 838 

components estimated using a Gauss-Hermite series. (Figure 5 from Dunn et al. 2014). 839 
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Figure 1. Summary of the International Surface Temperature Initiative merging of 67 843 

sources ranging from single sites to large collections and short records to centennial 844 

records  (small maps a representative subset of these, additional maps available via 845 

www.surfacetemperatures.org) to a single merged set of holdings of >35,000 apparently 846 

unique stations (large map). For further details see Rennie et al., 2014. 847 
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CLIMOD is the processing of these disparate sources to a common format and their 854 

merging across ECVs and within and between timescales that leads to the production of 855 

a set of unified basic data holdings (black, grey and white stacked blocks each 856 

representing integrated holdings at distinct reporting timescales). These integrated 857 

holdings will enable development of high-quality downstream products that consider 858 

issues such as quality control, homogenisation etc. and applications to end-users (right 859 

hand side). 860 
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Figure 3. Example for an Argentinian station (Posadas) of results of merging several 864 

sources of monthly mean surface air temperature as described in Rennie et al. (2014). 865 

Different colors denote distinct source decks and their identifiers in these source decks 866 

are given in the inline key. Note that source deck lines often overplot one another. 867 
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Figure 4. Illustration of the effects on the Palmer Drought Severity Impact of inclusion 871 

(purple) and exclusion (blue) of temperature and vapour pressure data. More negative 872 

values denote an increase in drought prevalence. Also shown are available 873 

observations of soil moisture from the top 1m which more closely track an index which 874 

takes a multivariate approach. Figure courtesy A. Dai. 875 
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Figure 5. Normalized distributions of daily Temperature-Humidity Index (THI) during 881 

June–August 1993 (a cool summer), 2003 and 2006 (warm summers), compared to the 882 

distribution over 1995–2009.  The fitted curves are Gaussian with skew and kurtosis 883 

components estimated using a Gauss-Hermite series. (Figure 5 from Dunn et al. 2014). 884 




